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H Speakers Welcomes New Speakers to the Panel 
 
BURLINGTON – April 5, 2018 – H Speakers, the new speakers’ bureau from The Massachusetts Health 
& Hospital Association (MHA), continues to lead the way in providing healthcare education, information, 
and advocacy through timely programs and securing expert speakers on the most important and relevant 
healthcare topics to educate, enlighten, and inspire their employees, community leaders, and board 
members. 
 
Judith Bowman, President and founder of Protocol Consultants International, is the latest speaker to be 
added to the Massachusetts-based bureau, focusing on interpersonal communication skills and helping 
professionals, political leaders, and individuals within the workplace to distinguish themselves as they 
continue to cultivate strong business relationships.  
 
“I am honored to be a part of H Speakers and grateful for this platform to share our Professional 
Presence message with professionals at all levels in the Healthcare, Hospital/Hospitality Industries to 
showcase the many nuances inherent in everyday business situations to help build trust and advance 
interpersonal relationships while at the same time lead, motivate, advance,” said Ms. Bowman, who is 
also a published author and joins the H Speakers bureau along-side other noteworthy experts in their 
fields.  
 
One of the other noteworthy experts joining H Speakers recently is David Cutler, Otto Eckstein Professor 
of Applied Economics at Harvard University. David is a published author and trusted adviser to many 
groups and companies on different topics within the healthcare industry.  
 
“We’re absolutely thrilled to have Dr. Cutler on our speaker’s bureau,” said Kirsten Singleton, Executive 
Director of H Speakers. “He has a deep understanding of the complex financial side of healthcare and he 
helps organizations discover and implement ways to reduce medical spending.”   
 
“Overall we’re very pleased that Judith and David have joined our bureau,” said Ms. Singleton. “Judith 
brings a level of expertise, enthusiasm, and professionalism to our already well-respected panel of 
speakers. Judith is a speaker that will engage your audience, teach them something new, and provide a 
sense of rejuvenation to your organization’s communication style.”  
 
Drawing from a selection of top speakers with deep expertise on critical topics in healthcare today, 
H Speakers can make it easy for organizations to find their next speakers for any board retreat, 
leadership program, conference, or workshop. H Speakers expert presenters can teach or facilitate 
sessions at a specified destination, whether on-site or at a conference or retreat location. Organizations 
looking for space to hold an event can also contact H Speakers about the state-of-the-art MHA 
conference center located at its headquarters in Burlington, MA, just 20 minutes outside of Boston.   
 
As healthcare in the United States continues its rapid transformation, one key to success will involve 
developing the strongest leaders and workforce. H Speakers can bring vital expertise directly to 
organizations, providing the best information and training possible at a fraction of the cost of sending 
individuals out to programs. 
 
For more information on H Speakers, please visit https://hspeakers.com/ or call 857-770-1281. 
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